Year 5 weekly overview of work for Monday 1st to Friday 5th March:
Please note that there are some fantastic programmes on CBBC for your age group from 9.40 am to 12 pm ish, including BBC
bitesize, horrible histories, art ninja and operation ouch! It would be a good idea to watch some of these!
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

TT Rockstars 15 mins

TT Rockstars 15 mins

TT Rockstars 15 mins

TT Rockstars 15 mins

TT Rockstars 15 mins

Bug Club – Read books and
answer qs – 30mins

Bug Club – Read books and
answer qs – 30mins

Bug Club – Read books and
answer qs – 30mins

Bug Club – Read books and
answer qs – 30mins

Bug Club – Read books and
answer qs – 30mins

Maths:

Maths:

Maths:

Maths:

Maths:

Area – counting squares

Area of rectangles

Area of compound shapes

Area of irregular shapes

Watch the video:
vimeo.com/480242161

Watch the video:
vimeo.com/480242752

Watch the video:
vimeo.com/480255207

Watch the video:
vimeo.com/480246937

Mystery maths – solve the clues
to find out who is escorting Saint
George to the banquet.

Answer the questions from the
worksheet on a separate
document.

Answer the questions from
the worksheet on a separate
document.

Answer the questions from the
worksheet on a separate
document.

Answer the questions from the
worksheet on a separate
document.

English:

English:

English:

English:

English:

Read the chocolate cake poem
and answer the questions about
it.

If you can make it to the live
session on google meet I will
be doing some work on
grammar called Escape the
Room which is like what we
did last week.

Read the text and answer the
questions.

Read the text and answer the
questions.

Mystery English- solve the clues
to find out who the mystery
trainer tangler is.

If not, please watch the clip of
Michael Rosen performing his
poem ‘Chocolate Cake’ and
read the poem too. What is
the difference between it
written down and being
performed? Is it better

When you have found out who it
is, send me his/her name.

When you have found out who it
is, send me his/her name.

performed or written down
for you to read?
Do you prefer this poem or
the one from yesterday?
Why?
PE:

PE:

PE:

Please complete the Joe Wicks PE
for kidsworkout for today. You
can find this on you tube.

Please complete the Joe Wicks
PE for kids workout for today.
You can find this on you tube.

Please complete the Joe Wicks
PE for kids workout for today.
You can find this on you tube.

D & T:

D & T:

Geography:

World Book Day:

D & T:

Read the powerpoint and what
you could have as a healthy
balanced meal and why. You are
designing a plate of food. You
can either design it like a poster
with explanations or just make a
list of what is included and why.

Research British foods and
make a list of traditionally
British foods. You could
research foods such as
Shepherd’s pie or fish and
chips.

Read the powerpoint about
dams and watch the videos.

Since it is World Book Day today,
I would like you to have a go at
the Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory activity pack.

Hopefully you will have been
allowed to buy the ingredients
to make your traditional British
meal. You may need some
adult supervision for this.

Ask your parent or carer if it
would be OK for you to make
a traditional British meal.
Search for a recipe online and
then write out a shopping list
for you to make this on Friday
afternoon if you are able to.
Try to make it a healthy meal
too if you can. Ask your
parent/carer if you can go
shopping with them to buy the
ingredients.

vimeo.com/35758160
vimeo.com/31305629

Then read the case studies of 3
dams. Choose 1 of those dams
and fill in the debating dams
sheet and then at the bottom
give 3 reasons why the building
of the dam was a good or bad
idea. You may want to do a bit
of extra research on the dam
you have chosen.

Then make your own bookmarks
– you can use the examples to
help you.
Then sit and read a good book in
a comfortable corner. Have
fun!!!

So for tea on Friday you can
cook your meal and let me know
what you cooked and whether
everyone enjoyed it.
If you are not allowed to cook a
meal perhaps you could write
out and decorate a recipe that
you would like to make and send
it to me.

